
BLUE (FM’S ALTER EGO) - Age: 24, African American, Male

Blue is an imaginary alter ego, a manifestation of FM's deepest fears 
and insecurities. He serves as a constant companion, representing the 
darker aspects of FM's psyche. With a manipulative nature, Blue takes 
pleasure in taunting FM's sexuality and fueling his paranoia. His 
invasive presence, constantly invading FM's personal space, serves as a 
haunting reminder of the internal battle FM faces. Their complex 
relationship delves into the intertwined themes of paranoia, identity, 
and what it means to be a man.

FM (Forrest Mitchel Junior) - Age: 24, African American, Male

FM is a complex and troubled individual. His paranoia consumes him, 
affecting every aspect of his life. He often feels that people are out 
to get him. He is haunted by mistrust and doubts about the people 
around him, constantly searching for hidden agendas. As the series 
progresses, FM's mental state deteriorates, and he becomes increasingly 
isolated and erratic. FM is also haunted by his father's choices and 
the impact they have on his perception of himself.

SPECIAL NOTE: The characters Blue and FM are played by two different 
actors.

EXT. CAR - NIGHT

In an attempt to vent, FM paces along the sidewalk.

BLUE
I told you that bitch was up to 
something.

FM
I knew it. I knew it.

BLUE
She waited until you hit your lowest to 
embarrass your ass.

FM
Call that nigga “Dad.”

BLUE
(ignoring FM’s attempt to 
change the conversation)

You ain’t got shit, and she put your shit 
on blast.

FM
She’s always trying to embarrass me.

BLUE
I hate that bitch.

FM
She’s always plotting on me.
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BLUE
She could’ve warned you.

FM
She could’ve said something.

BLUE
Baby, she set you up.

FM
To embarrass me.

BLUE
In front of the man who destroyed your 
life.

FM
Of all people.

BLUE
That lying bitch.

FM
How could she do this to me?

BLUE
Don’t let this shit break you, King?

FM
I ain’t.

BLUE
He stole your childhood, and she’s trying 
to steal your manhood.

FM
In front of my son.

BLUE
She can’t come between you and your seed.

FM
Never.

BLUE
You would never leave your son like that 
bitch-ass nigga left you.

FM
He just disappeared.

BLUE
He left you to fend for yourself.

FM
He didn’t care.

BLUE
He left and never came back to save you.
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FM
Facts.

BLUE
It’s just me and you against all these 
mother fuckers.

FM
Blue.

BLUE
I got you nigga.

Blue moves in to hug FM. Blue’s hug turns into a caress.

FM
Stop.

BLUE
I love every part of you. 

FM
Pause.

BLUE
What?

FM
We just friends.

BLUE
Friends?

FM
Nigga, I don’t roll like that.
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